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Reading the Choir Stalls of Saint-Claude
Opening the Book ;
Elaine C. Block
Professor Emerita CUNY
The choir stalls of Saint Claude are once more among the living.
The south stalls, 22 high and 13 low, which were destroyed by fire
the night of September 26, 1983 have been recreated by the most
prestigious sculptors and restorers in Europe. They now stand in
glory on the south wall of the cathedral choir to balance the
surviving stalls on the north wall. The Saint-Claude stalls, dating
from 1449-1465 are richly carved on the backs, side partitions,
armrests, end panels, misericords and canopies. The master sculptor
was Jehan de Vitry, citizen of Geneva, whose portrait, kneeling
before Saint-Claude, is carved on the west panel of the north stalls.
The back panels follow the traditions of the Savoie choir stalls and
represent the "credo."2 An Old Testament prophet, clad in ornate
garments, with elaborate hat and shoes stands by a bare-headed
apostle, clad simply and barefoot. Each of these full figures holds
a scroll, originally in color with golden inscriptions. A single word
or phrase on the prophet's scroll is reflected in his partner's scroll
thereby validating the New Testament in terms of the Old.
The end panels are carved with saints and patrons important to the
history of the church with more profane images, such as a cat and
mouse and mermaid which stand above the saintly images.

1

A French version of this article will be presented at the inauguration of
the facsimile choir stalls at Saint-Claude on November 11, 1995. This
version may be obtained from Misericordia International.
2

The credo has been described in Claude Lapaire and Sylvie Aballea
Stalles de la Savoie medievale. Geneva, 1991
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^ The Profane Arts I les arts profanes
About half of the partitions which separate the seats in the upper
row are carved with a scene in bas-relief. Some of these are
fabulous animals and some are scenes of daily life. These richly
detailed bas-reliefs on partitions are unusual in France except for
the later renaissance stalls such as those at Saint Denis, Auch and
Saint-Bertrand-de-Comminge. There are also elaborate side
carvings on the Toledo stalls in Spain.
Each arm on the lower row of stalls is carved with miniature
masterpieces of monks reading books, women with high fashion
henins, and fabulous animals. Most armrests on medieval stalls are
either foliate or simple animal or human heads. The heads at the
east end of these stalls are portraits of the 19th century restorers,
Alex Geradi and his assistant Robelin.
The misericords include some fabulous scenes, a few religious
passages and scenes of daily life. They follow the tradition of the
later middle ages and show groups of figures in a definite setting
rather than single objects.
Looking at the choir stalls as a whole, each part — the back panels,
end panels, armrests, partitions and the misericords, although the
basic theme might be religious — include many details of daily life
in the middle ages. In this brief article I will open this book,
describe the pictures and explain the symbols so that it can easily
be read. We will see animals, especially those that lived with people
in town and country, some urban and rural occupations, the details
of dress and household objects, and the myths and legends that are
embedded in even the most religious carvings. We will compare
some of these objects and activities with those portrayed on other
Savoyard stalls3 and on the stalls in other countries.

3

The Savoyard stalls that exist today are: The Cathedral of Aoste and the
Dominican church of Saint Ours at Aoste (Italy), Romont, Yverdon,
Lausanne, Estavoyer-le-Lac, Saint Nicholas at Fribourg, the Abbey of
Hauterive, Moudon, Saint Pierre and Saint-Gervais in Geneva, in
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The Animals
Birds are perhaps the most interesting group of animals on the
Saint-Claude choir stalls. On a north partition a hawk sits on a
branch.4 [P-NU-3b] On its claws it has bells with leather thongs
which would trail behind him as he flew. The bells would indicate
to the owner the exact position of his hawk and the leather thongs
would help him to catch the bird. A hawk with bells is on a
misericord at the Collegiate church of Saint Ours in Aoste.

P-NU-3b

Hawk with Bells

Switzerland, Saint-Jean-de-Maurienne in France.
4

The numbers refer to the placement of the carvings on the stalls: (N)orth,
(S)outh, (E)ast and (W)est; (U)pper and (L)ower stalls; numbers begin at
the west end and move toward the altar. P=partition with (a) indicating the
surface facing west and (b) the surface facing east; and A= armrest. All
other numbers refer to misericords.
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An owl stands quietly and looks intently at the viewer. [NU-08] As
an animal who could not see the light it was often a symbol of the
Jew or someone who was not enlightened by the spiritual aspect of
life.

Owl

NU-08

P-SU-12b

Bat Nailed to Wall
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On a south partition at Saint Claude, a bat with wings extended, is
nailed to the wood. [P-SU-12b] In the middle ages bats were
sometimes nailed to barn doors to frighten away evil spirits and
animals that might try to enter the barn.
There are several scenes with pigs on the Saint-Claude stalls. One
shows a pig in a large keg as he takes a bath. [NL-15] A similar
scene is on a misericord at Nozeroy in the Jura. A possible
explanation for this scene is that it shows the topsy-turvy world for
who would hear of a pig, noted for its dirty habits, taking a bath.
However, pigs were bathed in the middle ages either before or after
the slaughter and today are certainly washed after they are
slaughtered. The type of keg carved on these stalls may
occasionally be seen on farms. The pigskin has many uses,
including as a container for wine, so it had to be clean. On several
stalls in Spain we see such pigskin wine containers.

NL-15

Pig Takes a Bath
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On another misericord in the north stalls we see a youth toppled
backward as he catches a slippery pig. [NL-14] This may be part of
a competition. The pig was covered with grease and the winner was
the one who caught it in the shortest time. This may be part of a
sequence with the Pig-in-the-bath. A similar scene is on a
misericord at the Barcelona Cathedral.
A side partition on the north stalls shows a farmer, hatchet raised,
ready to kill a pig for winter food. [P-NU-lOa] His tools hang
behind him. This scene often represents the month of December in
Books of Hours. The pig was needed for winter food. At the same
time it was difficult to find food in winter to feed the pig so
December was a good time for the slaughter.

P-NU-lOa

Farmer Slaughters Pig

On an end panel a cat humps its back as it cases a growling dog.
[End- NLE] The cat has one claw on the tail of a mouse which it has
just caught. The object by the dog's paw is a bird's wing,
identifiable only because it is more obvious on another Savoyard
choir stall in the collegiale of Saint Ours at Aoste in Italy.
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NLE

Cat and Mouse; Dog and Bird's Wing

There are several scenes of hunting, both realistic and fantastic. On
a partition a man in simple dress holds a spear and blows his
hunting horn to announce the sighting of a deer. [P-NU-05a] A dog
attacks the poor animal and on a nearby misericord we see the result
where the dog feasts on its prey. [NU-05] On a partition in the south
stalls a fox, his large brush tail held high, stalks three chicks as a
huge hawk descends upon them. [P-SU-05a]

P-NU-05a

Hunter's Dog Attacks Deer
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NU-05

P-SU-05a

Dog on Prey

Hawk, Fox and Chicks
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An ape, evidently domesticated for it wears a belt adorned with
bells, hugs a dog. [SL-15] The tamed apes in a Bruegel painting at
the Dahlem museum in Berlin show they have turned away from
freedom and the spiritual life in order to satisfy their material needs
for food and warmth.

SL-15

Ape Hugs Dog

P-SU-lla

Elephant and Castle
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It is obvious that the carvers at least had never seen an elephant
since the one with a castle on its back, on a south partition, has a
truncated trunk and short thin legs which would never support its
body. [P-SU-lla] The castle was probably the artist's imaginative
rendition of the "howda" described by travelers such as John
Mandeville when they returned from the east.
A camel with two humps is bridled and carries a cask of water or
wine. [NU-17] A horse with ornate bridle and saddle prances from
a castle tower. [P-NU-Olb] A stag with large antlers turns to lick its
back. [P-NU-lla] A bear walks up the molded strip that frames a
partition. [P-NU-09b] A duck swims with two ducklings following
closely. [P-NU-lib]

NU-17

Camel and Cask

There is an entire zoo of fabulous animals, some following
descriptions from the popular bestiaries and others the result of
intense imagination of the sculptors. A griffin stands majestically.
[NU-01] It has, as prescribed, the hind quarters of a lion and the
head of an eagle, the strongest animals on land and air. It was
known to be twenty times more powerful than either of those
animals.
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NU-01

Griffon

The many fabulous animals are generally combinations of parts of
other animals [NU-13] — bat wings with snake tails, beaked heads
with quadruped bodies, human heads on an array of animal bodies
and wings added to many living forms.

NU-13

Wyvern Bites Tail
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Rural and Urban Occupations
Several of the side partitions show people at work. A farmer reaps
his crop of wheat with a sickle as a worm peers from a hole in the
ground. [P-NU-02b]
A baker removes a loaf from his oven with a long spade. On the
floor by the oven lie four other fresh loaves in their baskets and a
sheaf of wheat while behind him are two baskets waiting to be
filled. [P-SU-13a] An extra spade stands in a rack at the side.

P-SU-13a

Baker at Oven

A sculptor works at his bench probably carving a statue that will
become part of the choir stalls. [P-NU-13a] In accordance with this
tradition, the restorers added a new misericord, replacing one
destroyed when an organ was installed in the lower row of the south
stalls. [SL-12] Two sculptors carve an end panel with a dog, which
actually stands nearby. Supervising their work at the table is a man
who wears 15th century eyeglasses, none other than the
architecte-en-chef, Eric Pallot, forever immortalized in this role.
Other sculptors are on misericords at Les Andelys in the Eure, at
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Isle Adam in the Oise, at Rouen cathedral and at Toledo. The master
carver Rodrigo Aleman works at his bench in Placencia, Spain and
his dog, perched on the bench, patiently awaits him.

P-NU-13a

Carver at Work

SL-12

Two Sculptors and Architect
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^^
The only working woman sits on the floor with her distaff and
spins. [NU-02]

NU-02

Woman Spins

A scene of Jonah being tossed to the "big fish" shows sailors
rowing a boat. [NL-02] A hole is cut in the side of the boat and the
oar passes through this hole.

1 1 1
NL-02
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A seated man with thick glasses holds a scroll close to his face as he
reads to a client. [NL-11] He is undoubtedly the public scribe.

NL-11

Scribe with Eyeglasses

NL-13

Bagpiper
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Several entertainments are depicted in the stalls. Two musicians sit
on the misericords. One plays bagpipes, [NL-13] the instrument
most often seen on misericords. These are usually played by
common people or street entertainers, not the professional
musicians, since they are not considered "saintly". The other
musician is dressed as a fool with ass-eared cap. [NU-l 1] He plays
a short recorder, probably not very well if we are to judge by his
costume.

NU-11

Fool Plays Recorder

SU-10

Grimacer
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A-SL-01

Fool's Head and Cap

Fool with Cap

^
Grimacing was a party game and we see a man stretching his mouth
to make others laugh. [SU-10] Several fools in ornate costume sit
on armrests [A-SL-01] [A-SL-11] and do acrobatics. [A-NL-02]
An extra realistic touch is the man who defecates in a field.
[P-NU-12a] He wears a wide-brimmed hat as protection against the
sun and carefully lifts his skirts to keep them clean.

P-NU-12a

Defecation in Field

Details of Dress and Household Objects
While the rear panels of the choir stalls are basically religious, they
reveal at the same time a multitude of medieval details. Many of the
apostles, but none of the prophets, hold books. [Back-01] Some of
the books are open while others show ornate bindings with clasps
and decorations of precious stones, similar to medieval books in
museums. One apostle holds his book in a leather bag which also
has a clasp. The attention to these books shows their value to the
community. The details at Saint-Claude are much finer than those
in the Credo panels at Aoste or Geneva.
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Back-01

Bishop with Book

There arefivedifferent kinds of purses held by the prophets. Some
have tassels, others are embroidered. They all hang from belts.
Similar purses are on misericords at Saint-Ours at Aoste, at
Saint-Jean-de-Maurienne in Savoie, and in Switzerland at
Estavayer-le-Lac.
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Keys, while not as important on the stalls as books or purses, appear
on back and end panels and on misericords. Peter holds a bunch of
keys, which are undoubtedly exaggerated in size to indicate their
importance, but are displayed as the keys of the times. An ordinary
man carries a smaller bunch of keys which are attached by a thong
to what looks like a horn. A monk's keys hang from his belt. A
guard on a misericord carries keys as he makes his rounds. [NU-04]

NU-04

Guard with Keys
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The head of one man, attired in simple cap and collar, has
eyeglasses. [NU-07] These have no ear-pieces and a curved frame
rests on the bridge of his nose. A second pair of eyeglasses is worn
by the public scribe. His nearsightedness is obvious as he holds the
scroll close to his eyes. His client kneels before him and holds the
rest of the coiled scroll. Another type of glasses which came to a
point and could be folded, are on a stall at Bletterans but not at
Saint-Claude. One of the apostles on a back panel also wears
glasses. And the restorers gave Eric Pallot the same type of glasses
on their new misericord.
Some of the armrests also show lively details. One woman wears an
elaborate headdress like the horned henin. [A-NL-01] This type of
coif was prohibited because there was space between the horns for
the devil to nest. On another armrest an older woman wears a
wimple customary for her age. Even a monster wears an elaborate
coif. [A-SL-16]

A-NL-01

Horned Hennin
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A-SL-16

Monster with Hat

Medieval Myths and Legends
Not all the Saint-Claude carvings are realistic scenes of medieval
life. A number of them illustrate myths and legends. These are as
important to the understanding of the medieval minds as the
realistic scenes of daily life. A unicorn growls at a lion. The bestiary
tale of the unicorn was well known. There are no scenes of the
capture of the unicorn as we see in other stalls but several unicorns
stand alone or with other animals, as they would have done in the
Garden of Eden.
A bearded head sprouts foliage from his ears. This is a symbol of
the pagan and brings to mind bacchic orgies. This, too, was an
aspect of medieval life and thought.
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On a partition a wildman fights a beast. On an end panel a wildman
with a club faces a more ordinary human. It was assumed that these
wildmen lived in the woods, although they were never seen. The
wildman, in order to be accepted into the adult society had to kill a
lion and then wear its skin. The wildman thus is usually shown in
such a skin, often with bare spots for knees and elbows. The
Saint-Claude wildmen have no holes in their clothes. [A-NL-15]

A-NL-15

Wildman

The mermaids who swim while they comb their hair were thought
to be real inhabitants of the sea in far away countries. [P-SU-09b]
They also represented lust.
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P-SU-09b

Mermaid

The fox preaching to the hens is a satire on the preaching orders just
developing at this time. [NU-12] The hybrid monster prepared for
battle is worthy of a 20th century superman comic strip. [P-SU-llb]

NU-12

Fox Preacher
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P-SU-llb

Hybrid Monster with Club

On one misericord three faces share one crown. [SU-12] Each face
has its own mouth and nose but they share four eyes. This tripling
image is also found on other Savoyard stalls such as Coppet,
Saint-Jean-de-Maurienne and Estavayer-le-Lac. It probably stems
from a Celtic tradition to show power by tripling the image. Several
Celtic statues were found in the east of France. In the Gothic period
the power was often related to evil, such as the triple head of
Abimelech in the Bible Moralist. It may even be the anti-Christ.
The features of the triple image at Saint Claude are alike except for
the expressions around the mouth, one seeming to be happier than
the others. This image may represent the power of the profane
images underneath the seats of the choir stalls.
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Conclusions
There are hundreds and perhaps a thousand details in the
Saint-Claude choir stalls which provide insights into the way people
lived and how they thought in the middle ages. We see the role of
animals in town and country life, the way people worked and
played, how they dressed and what this dress meant in terms of their
social status and occupations. These choir stalls provide a mine of
information for scholars studying the past and for researchers trying
to solve the puzzles of medieval life, so difficult for modern eyes to
see. We realize the cost of reconstituting the Saint Claude stalls was
high and the work was long and hard but the stalls have once more
become a book which we can read after 500 years. And generations
to come will learn from this book.

Bearded Head in Foliage
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